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I.The Status of Nuclear Power In China

China's nuclear power program launched in 1980s. Currently, 3 PWR units are in safe and sound

operation with remarkable business revenue. The nuclear installed capacity of 2.1 Gwe is 0.7% of

the national total. 3 nuclear units delivered about 15 billion KWh of electricity to the national grid

annually, around 1.2% of the country's total power output. 2 CANDU units and 6 PWR units of 3

different types with total installed capacity of 6.6 Gwe are under construction now, they wifl be put

into operation during the tenth five-year Plan period (2001-2005). By that time, the nuclear power

accounts for less than 2% of the national total. It will play positive part to electric power for the

economically developed coastal area in China, to ease coal transportation and to reduce acid rain.

The technology of 300 Mwe and 600 Mwe PWR has been developed in China. Meanwhile, we

also initiated the R&D on the next generation advanced PWR technology to face challenges of

new centrury. Taking into consideration China's reality, CNNC has engaged in the development of

Key AC-600 technology and upgrading its capacity to 1000 Mwe. With the efforts of 2 five-year

plans, the step-wise outcome has been achieved.

2. Major Features of China's Nuclear Power Program

Self-reliant design and construction plus import and export of the whole unit

Both Qinshan and Daya Bay NPP reflect the characteristics of nuclear power program in China in

the start-up stage, i.e. the combination of self-reliant design and construction with introducing the

whole foreign units. At very early stage of China's NP program a 300 Mwe PWR unit was exported

to outside.

Variety of nuclear power technologies caused by variety of financing sources

Shortfall of initial capital investment is the other characteristics of China's nuc'ear power program,

i.e. the diversity of financing determines the variety of nudear technology.

China's nuclear power of developing stage facing regeneration

The nuclear power plants constructed in the Ninth five-year plan period are the technologies of the

1970s and 1980s that will be operated for a full life-time in new century, while advanced nuclear

power countries are planning to construct new generation NPPs for new century. This forces us to

face the world technology regeneration as soon as China step into the development stage of

nuclear power.
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Good PA environment

The 3 PWRs in operation enjoy sound safety record. The improved air quality, the acquired

economic benefits and the propelled local economy make the public accept the nuclear power as

a safe energy. Compared to quite a number of other countries, China enjoyed a better public

environment.

3. Customer's essential requirements of developing nuclear power in developing countries
in today's world, some developing countries need nuclear power to support economy growth and

reduce greenhouse gas. Generally speaking, nuclear power program of developing countries

could come across the similar problems in China's nuclear power program, such as lack of funding,

high construction cost affects economic competitiveness, NP projects are prone to impact of

international politics. Based on China's nuclear power development, the customer's requirements

of developing nuclear power in developing countries can be briefly summarized.

Much safety

Safety is a key to further nuclear power development worldwide. CDF should be 10 ~5/reactor.

year or lower and post accident radioactive release probability is decrease to the negligible degree,

less than 1 Cr6/ reactor. year.

Improving economy
The construction cost should be decreased to the extent to have nuclear power having the

economic competition with conventional power generation technologies like clean coal, LNG and

natural gas combined cycle.

Advanced and proven technologies
Much safety and improving economy embody adopting advanced and proven technologies.

Broadening financing channels

To finance favorably is a key to develop nuclear power in developing countries.

To secure nuclear fuel supply and spent fuel deal

To establish technological support system or channels


